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By a substitution problem for a group G we mean the following.

Let P= (ax, • • • , an) be a free group. Let G be a group with presen-

tation (ax, ■ ■ ■ , am; Rx, • ■ ■ , Ri). Suppose we are given a reduced

word W(ax, • •• , an). We wish to decide, for xGG (where x is ex-

pressed in the generators ax, ■ ■ ■ , am of G), whether or not x is of the

form W, that is, to decide if there exist «i, ■•-,»» in G such that

X=W(Ux,   ■   •   ■ ,   Un).

There exist groups in which it is even impossible to decide if an

element is a commutator [l]. The question of solving substitution

problems for free groups seems to arise in several contexts and we

henceforth restrict ourselves to the case where G is free. Even here,

the only results we know are that one can decide if an element of a

free group is a &th power and the elegant method of Wicks [4] for

deciding if an element of a free group is a commutator. This note

presents a proof that the substitution problem is solvable for G a free

group and W(a, fi) any element of the free group on a and /8.

Lemma. Let F=(ax, • • ■ , aH) and G=(ai, • • ■ , am) be free groups.

Let WEF, and let xEG. Suppose that W(ux, ■ • • , un)=x for some

Ux, • • • , un in G. Then there exist W* E F and Vx, • • • , vn in G such

that:
(i)  The set {vx, • • • , v„} is Nielsen reduced.

(ii) W*(vx, • • • , vn) =x and W* is the image of W under an auto-

morphism of F.

Proof. We regard Nielsen transformations as acting on w-tuples

(cf. [2]). Now there is a sequence Pi, • • • , P* of Nielsen transforma-

tions and an w-tuple (vlt • • • , vn) of Nielsen reduced elements such

that (ux, • ■ ■ , un)—>(vx, • • • , v„) by successively applying the trans-

formations Ti. We use the same letters to denote both the correspond-

ing Nielsen transformations applied to w-tuples of generators of Fand

the automorphisms of F which the transformations induce. Thus if

Pi is the Nielsen transformation sending (axa^1, a2)—>(oi, a2), then

(ax, a2)—^(aia^1, a2) under T\~ and the word aio|a!i—*aia2ata2l under

the automorphism Pi-1 induced by the Nielsen transformation.

Suppose that W—*W* by the successive application of the auto-
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morphisms ZY"1, • • •, Tk~l of F. Then W*(vlt •  • • , vn) =x and IF* is

the image of IF under an automorphism of F.

For yEG, let |y| denote the length of y with respect to the gen-

erators au ■ ■ ■ , am. Similarly, for ZEF, let \Z\ denote the length of

Z with respect to «i, • • • , an. We will show that one can assume

that \vi\ <\x\, i=l, - ■ ■ , n, and, if for those a,- which actually

occur in W*, i\^l, then | W*\ <|x|. If a,- does not occur in IF*,

then Vj can be replaced by 1 without altering the fact that the Vi are

Nielsen reduced and that W*(vi, ■ • ■ , vn)=x.

Let tq denote one of the (vi)*1. Two cancellation properties of a

Nielsen reduced set of nontrivial elements are that if h ■ ■ ■ tp is a

product with no tq = t~+i then

(i)   \h • - - tp\ >p, and
(ii)   \k - ■ ■ tp\ >max,<5<p|/,|.

Since W*(vx, ■ ■ ■ , vn) =x and we are assuming that no Vi which ap-

pears is 1, we conclude from (i) that | IF*| < |x|. By (ii), if cy, occurs

in IF*, then \vj\ < | x|.

Now by Whitehead's Theorem on the automorphisms of a free

group [3], we can effectively list all words W'EF such that | IF'|

< I x I and IF' is the image of IF under an automorphism of F. We can

then enumerate all re-tuples (u{, - ■ ■ , w„') such that maximum | ui \

does not exceed |x| and substitute all such w-tuples into the IF'

obtained above. Since IF' is obtained from IF by an automorphism,

W'(u{, ■ ■ ■ , u„ ) =x if and only if there exist Ui, ■ • • , u„ such that

W(ux, ■ ■ ■ ■ , un) =x.

So far, all that we have done is independent of the number of a,-.

The difficulty is that we have, in general, no algorithm to decide if a

word on the a's can be obtained from IF by an automorphism and

then replacing some letters by 1. However, the situation is manage-

able    if    re = 2.

Theorem. Let F= (a, 0). Let W be a reduced word of F. Let G be a

free group. Then there is an algorithm to decide, for xEG, if x is of the

form  W.

Proof. Let oa( Y) denote the exponent sum of a in the word F. Let

a = aa(W), let b=o^(W), and let d be the greatest common divisor of

a and b. Since there exist integers s, t, such that d = as+bt, we have

vd= W(v!, v'). Thus if xEG is a dth power, then x is of the form IF.

Suppose x is not a dth power and W(ux, u2) =x. Then in the process of

obtaining a Nielsen reduced pair (vi, v2), neither z>i nor v2 is 1. For if

we had, say Oi = l, then x = vr2 where r is a multiple of d. Hence x is

either a oJth power or we can decide if x is of the form IF by examining

a finite number of substitutions.
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